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SCIENCE CONCEPT PLANNER  

 

Concept 

Friction-one 

surface rubbing 

against 

another 

 Concept    

Force-push and 

pull 

 

 

                              Concept 

 

Effort-make 

work easier 

 

 

                         Concept 

Motion-

Manipulate 

Position of 

objects 

 

Science Topic 

 

Simple 

Machines 

Experience*ice skate with paper plates on carpet 

and tile floor 

Standard: Physical Health and Motor-

Demonstrates locomotor skills with control and 

coordination in active play:  ex. run/hop/climb *1 

 

 

Experience* create ramps with different surfaces 

to explore friction with object rolling and sliding.  

(carpet, sandpaper, wood, foil, etc.)  

Standard: Science-Make inferences, 

generalizations and explanations based on 

evidence *3, 8 

Experience*rolling and sliding objects down a 

cookie sheet with and without ice 

Standard:  Science-Recognize properties of 

objects/materials   *8    

    

 

Experience*explore push and pull with everyday objects 

(makers, spray bottle, tissue box, paint roller, tape, car etc. 

Standard:  Language and Literacy-Uses language to share 

observations *5, 7 

 

Experience*sort objects by objects 

you push and pull 

Standard: Science-Describes, 

compares, sorts, classifies & orders 

*8    

 

Experience*roll or slide 3D shapes 

down ramps.  Chart does it slide or 

roll 

Standard: Math-Names 3-

dimensional objects using informal      

language   *8 

 

 

Experience*create lever with 

Popsicle sticks and marker caps.  

Explore changing the lever to see 

which lever will make the 

pompom go the furthest 

Standard:  Science-Manipulate 

position and motion of objects *8, 

9 

Experience*make marble maze 

with cardboard tubes  

Standard: Approaches To 

Learning-Uses prior knowledge 

and information to:  assess, 

inform, and plan for future actions 

*10 

 

Experience*Make slides for plastic counting 

bears 

Standard: Approaches To Learning-Uses 

imagination and creativity in interactions 

with materials and objects 

 

Experience* Move jug of water by creating 

simple machines to make the work easier 

Standard: Language and Literacy-Understands 

new words from variety settings *2, 7 

 

Experience*use tool to open paint 

cans.  Which tool works best? 

Standard: Physical Health and 

Motor-Uses tools independently 

with coordination *7, 9 

 

 

Experience*Create a pulley to lift books with 

chairs, rolling pin and string. 

Standard:  Social/Emotional-Demonstrates 

socially competent behavior   

 


